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An Introduction 
by Screen Deco co-author 
Howard Mandelbaum
The public’s embrace of THE ARTIST (Weinstein Company, 2011) proves that 
Art Deco and the movies are still a match made in heaven. During the Twen-
ties and Thirties, Hollywood designers used this photogenic new style to 
swiftly establish up-to-date characters. Audiences generally spurned realistic 
portrayals of ordinary people. For an age obsessed with speed and liberation, 
bolder was better. Thus, on screen, the rich were very rich. Nowhere is this 
more true than in OUR DANCING DAUGHTERS (MGM, 1928), a seminal film for 
the scale and modernity of its sets. The decor is geometric and sparse, provid-
ing plenty of room for Joan Crawford and her fashionable friends to exemplify 
flaming youth. 

THE KISS (MGM, 1929) boasts a masterfully designed residence reeking of 
luxury and sophistication. Set in France, the cradle of Art Deco, the film cre-
ates a self-contained universe for Greta Garbo, the trophy wife of a powerful 
magnate. Wildest of all is MADAM SATAN (MGM, 1930), starring Kay Johnson. 
Here Cecil B. De Mille pushes operetta and bedroom farce toward zaniness. 
The climax of this delightful farrago is a riotous costume ball with costumes 
by Adrian.

GRAND HOTEL (MGM, 1932) offers Berlin’s finest accommodations. The 
film boasts a spectacular lobby dominated by a 360-degree desk. Dramatic 
overhead shots emphasize the circularity of the room and seem to mock the 
guests below. Lives may be dwarfed and destroyed, but the human spectacle 
plays on. PENTHOUSE (MGM, 1933) takes its legal-eagle hero (Warner Baxter) 
from a swank bachelor apartment to breathtaking nightclubs that are many 
times larger than their real-life counterparts. High hats also meet low life in 
WONDER BAR (WB, 1933), set entirely in an eye-catching Parisian club hosted 
by Al Jolson. But among Depression-era fantasy clubs, the ultimate escape has 
to be the Silver Sandal in SWING TIME (RKO, 1936), offering strongly contrast-
ing black and white, a curvaceous double staircase and sparkling Bakelite 
floors to showcase the matchless grace of Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers.

(continued on back inside cover)
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March 15 Cleopatra
(1934) 100 min. Dir. Cecil B. DeMille
Shorts (before 7 p.m.): Claudette Colbert: Queen of the Silver Screen;

           Cecil B. DeMille: Hollywood’s Epic Director
“History’s most seductive woman! The screen’s mightiest 
spectacle!” Claudette Colbert stars as the irresistible 
Queen of the Nile in this opulent, visually-striking 
epic. Set in 48 B.C., the story follows her union 
with Julius Caesar (Warren William) and later, 
Marc Antony (Henry Wilcoxon). This is one of 
DeMille’s finest films with high quality acting, 
editing, and photography. The film overflows 
with beautiful images, such as Cleopatra’s 
regal entrance into Rome and her seduction 
of Antony on a royal barge that only DeMille 
could build. Victor Milner’s cinematography 
won an Academy Award.

March 22 Our Dancing Daughters 
(1928) 84min. Dir. Harry Beaumont

Short: Glamour’s Golden Age 

(2009 BBC documentary on Art Deco)
This hugely-popular silent movie is the Art Deco 

film that started a major trend in modern 
American set design. It’s also a film about 

the “modern” woman. Joan Crawford stars 
in all her Jazz Age glory. She became a 

1920s symbol of Flaming Youth because of 
films like this, and it’s easy to see why with 
shots of her dancing the Charleston in her 
teddy. But beneath the party girl is a good 
girl looking for a good man (Johnny Mack 

Brown). Anita Page is the gold-digging rival 
with Dorothy Sebastian also starring. But it’s 

the groundbreaking sets by Cedric Gibbons that 
stand out as much as the melodrama. 
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March 29 Madam Satan
(1930) 115min. Dir. Cecil B. DeMille
Short: 1939 New York World’s Fair (silent home movies)

Do you dare see Madam Satan? Who is she—and why do men fall under 
her spell? Kay Johnson plays the temptress who knows how to 

teach her husband a lesson in love. “A married man plays with 
Hellfire… and gets burned.” This off-the-wall DeMille musical 
features a wild masquerade party aboard a dirigible. The film 
has pre-Code stamped all over it, but what makes this one such 
a memorable flight into insanity are the costumes and sets. The 

“Electric Ballet” musical number is one of the highlights. With 
Reginald Denny and Lillian Roth.

April 5 Grand Hotel 
(1932) 113min. Dir. Edmund Goulding
Cartoons: Honeymoon Hotel (1934); Page Miss Glory (1936) 

Shorts: Checking Out: Grand Hotel; Nothing Ever Happens (1933)
In the 21st century, we need a reminder of what truly makes a star, 

and no studio made them bigger than MGM. This 1932 Best Pic-
ture winner tells the story of hotel guests whose lives intersect 
during a fateful stay in Berlin. Greta Garbo, John Barrymore, 
and Joan Crawford star in this visual embodiment of class and 
sophistication. This is perhaps the greatest cast ever assembled 
for any one film. Add to it the glamorous set design by Cedric 

Gibbons and you have a must-see experience. With Lionel Bar-
rymore, Wallace Beery, Lewis Stone, and Jean Hersholt.

April 12 Penthouse 
(1933) 88min. Dir. W.S. Van Dyke

Shorts: Myrna Loy: So Nice To Come Home To; Female trailer
An absolute gem ready for rediscovery—every bit as sophisticated 

a romance/light comedy (with an air of mystery) as The Thin Man 
(made the following year). Warner Baxter, playing a society law-
yer, is impossibly handsome and suave and perfectly compli-
mented by a sensual Myrna Loy (in a breakthrough role) in their 
surprisingly frank but casual relationship for 1933. The Deco set 
design, in glorious black and white, is half the treat. With Nat 

Pendleton, Charles Butterworth, Phillips Holmes, and Mae Clarke.



April 19 The Kiss 
(1929) 62min. Dir. Jacques Feyder

Short: The Women of Deco (a video photo gallery by Matthew C. Hoffman)
See what an innocent kiss can lead to in Greta Garbo’s last silent film. This 
short but effective film is like a cinematic version of a literary short 

story. The brilliant use of Art Deco set design, mostly unseen in 
America at this time, gives The Kiss its European feel.

 & Female 
(1933) 60min. Dir. Michael Curtiz

Art Deco and pre-Code combine in this story of an automotive 
magnate (Ruth Chatterton) who takes a love ‘em and leave ‘em attitude 

towards the opposite sex. She meets her match when she hires a gear 
shift inventor (George Brent) who takes their relationship into second gear. 

 

April 26 Wonder Bar 
(1934) 84min. Dir. Lloyd Bacon

Shorts: Busby Berkeley’s Kaleidoscopic Eyes; Busby Berkeley: A Study in Style
Al Wonder (Al Jolson) welcomes you to the Wonder Bar for a good 

time in Gay Paree. But beneath the high style and glamour there’s 
plenty of sin going on. It’s a pretty bizarre musical – take Al’s 

interminable nonsense in a Russian accent—but choreographer 
Busby Berkeley’s wonders with blondes and mirrors more than 

make up for Jolson’s vaudeville sensibilities. The great enter-
tainer may have broken the sound barrier, but he’ll leave you 

speechless—with your jaw on the floor—during his “Goin’ to 
Heaven on a Mule” number. Did we mention this is pre-Code? 

May 10 The Black Cat 
(1934) 65min. Dir. Edgar G. Ulmer

Short: Lugosi: Hollywood’s Dracula (excerpt)
Director Edgar G. Ulmer’s macabre horror show ranks with the best 
of Tod Browning and James Whale. It’s a wicked excursion into a 
nightmarish form of Modernism with horror icons Bela Lugosi 
and Boris Karloff squaring off in a game of death… amidst an 

atmosphere of death. This Poe-inspired tale of revenge is a 
masterpiece filled with a great cast, great lines, and fantastic set 
designs by Charles D. Hall and Ulmer (who had a background as 

an art director). With David Manners and Jacqueline Wells. 
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May 17 She
 (1935) 94min. Dir. Irving Pichel/Lansing C. Holden
Short: I’m King Kong (excerpt from the documentary on producer 
Merian C. Cooper)

The best version of the H. Rider Haggard novel with heroic Randolph 
Scott leading an expedition into the Arctic in search of the Eternal 

Flame. Stage actress Helen Gahagan, in her only film, portrays 
She Who Must Be Obeyed, ruler of Kor. She was shaped more by 
producer Merian C. Cooper, who tried to replicate his King Kong 
success. The Art Deco set design—as well as the exotic cos-
tumes during the “Ceremony of the Flame”—make this essential 

viewing for our Screen Deco series. Max Steiner’s haunting score 
adds to the appeal of this unforgettable fantasy. With Helen Mack 

and Nigel Bruce.

May 24 Things To Come 
(1936) 92 min. Dir. William Cameron Menzies
Short: Flash Gordon Chapter 1: The Planet of Peril

One of the most famous examples of Modernism on film, this classic 
sci-fi film is based on the speculative novel by H.G. Wells, who also 

contributed to the screenplay. The British production is remem-
bered more for its set design of Everytown, 2036 (by Vincent 
Korda), than it is for its political lectures. The film’s ultimate 
success was in how director Menzies translated the philosophi-
cal ideas into visuals. With Raymond Massey as “Wings Over the 
World,” Sir Cedric Hardwicke, and Ralph Richardson. NOTE: We 

will be playing the best available copy of this title, which has not 
yet been fully restored on dvd.

May 31 Swing Time 
(1936) 103 min. Dir. George Stevens
Shorts: Astaire & Rogers: Partners in Rhythm (excerpt); Preview of 2013

The very essence of the Fred Astaire-Ginger Rogers collaborations 
which distills the high style of Hollywood into 100+ minutes of 

beauty, magic, and dancing perfection. Considered their best 
dance musical, Swing Time is a glorious illusion of tuxedos, Art 
Deco nightclubs, and class. The story is Boy Meets Girl, Boy 
Loses Girl, Boy Gets Girl, but with the charm and elegance these 
two possess, it works. The Dorothy Fields-Jerome Kern songs in-

clude: “Pick Yourself Up,” the Academy Award-winning “The Way 
You Look Tonight,” “Waltz in Swing Time,” and “A Fine Romance.”



(continued from front inside cover)

The phrase,”Befits a queen,” describes the settings for a trio of movies in the 
series. While these royal personages represent different nationalities and 
eras, their environments are all redolent of power. The empress of industry 
in FEMALE (WB, 1933), portrayed by Ruth Chatterton, controls an army of 
employees from her streamlined office. During quieter moments, her palatial 
Deco mansion is the backdrop for the seduction of handsome staff members. 
CLEOPATRA (Paramount, 1934), played by Claudette Colbert with her patent-
ed tartness, lolls in throne rooms and boudoirs favoring a distinctly Deco look 
for the ancient world. The Art Deco movement did draw on Egyptian sources, 
but designers casually modified period details to avoid alienating moviegoers.

There is even greater license 
in dealing with the mythic 
and supernatural. The ancient 
kingdom ruled by an ageless 
queen (Helen Gahagan) in SHE 
(RKO, 1935) can be described 
as Barbaric Moderne. A house 
built over a battlefield pro-
vides the setting for a game of 
death between Boris Karloff 
and Bela Lugosi in THE BLACK 
CAT (Universal, 1934). Ex-
pressionist touches and icy 
modernism suggest sadism 
and fetishism. In contrast, the 
monumental sets for Britain’s 
futuristic THINGS TO COME 
(Korda/UA, 1936) are brightly 
lit and imbued with the fascis-
tic glamor of the period.
Savor as many of the films 
as possible to appreciate Art 
Deco’s visual scintillation in its 
different modes and moods. 
Newcomers to architectural 
history will also find the series to be a great deal of fun.

         
Howard Mandelbaum
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Screen Deco
Program Host
Matthew C. Hoffman studied FILM at 

Columbia College under Scott Marks, 

a FILM historian and current writer 

at the “San Diego Reader.” Matthew 

successfully managed Chicago’s 

LaSalle Bank revival house from 

1999-2003 and worked to ensure its 

tradition of showing classic FILMS To packed-HOUSE 

audiences. More recently, he contributed to the old-time 

radio magazine “Nostalgia Digest.” Matthew is currently a 

graduate student at Columbia College. He is pursuing a 

Master’s Degree in Creative Writing while working at the 

Park Ridge Public Library. His previous programs for the 

Library include “Film Noir,” “Forbidden Cinema,” and “Legends 

of Laughter.” For more information on the current Screen 

Deco series, or to post comments about the shows, please 

visit the website: http://screendeco.wordpress.com/


